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-Local talk show “Coffeetime” continues to address topics.  People are able to call in and 
dicusss issues or topics. Main topics have been the economy, presidential election coming
up for 2016, oil, over-seas conflicts. 

-Continue PSA campaign for drunk driving. Starting safety messages on leaving children 
and animals in hot cars. 

KDKK Radio continues to run numerous PSA’s concerning various topics. Drunk 
driving, life jacket psa’s, drinking/boating, milfoil, exotic weeds.

-So much rain is causing lots of water issues for people in low lying area’s.  We continue 
to run news stories on that.  Due to the sandy soil, we haven't had a lot of flooding but we
have had some pretty good dumps of rain that cuase temporary flooding. 

-We  participated in the Severe Weather awareness week in Minnesota in April.   Topics 
were presented each day with the Tornado Mock drill on drill day.

-Running PSA's on Decontamination station to get a handle on keeping evasive species 
out of our lakes.  Did a program on that open fishing weekend.

--Rep Steve Green continues to make appearance quarterly on airwaves to keep us up to 
date with what is going on in the MN legistlature. 

-Did on-air interview to help raise money for the Park Rapid Fireworks as donations are 
slow in coming in. 

-Interviewed Walleye Tournament people and how the tournament protects the lake with 
catch and release.

-Doing Chamber interviews the first week of the month to keep people abreast to what is 
happening in the community. 

-Did and interview with MS people and supported their Walker a thon as a major sponsor
promoting MS.

-Mcee'd the Relay for Life in Park Rapids and did news stories and interviews on that 
event to help support raising money for cancer. 



-keeping the public informed of all the events that are in the area as of course the summer
season brings lots of activity and people to the area.

-We continue to run numerous psa’s on the air about adoption, stroke awareness, 
spending time with children, health issues, shriners, violence, skin cancer, poison control,
narconon, paralyzed veterans and taking care of your pets in the summer.  Our psa’s are 
revised and updated monthly.

Respectfully submitted:

Bernie Schumacher
Station Manager
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